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1. ECONOMIC OVERVIEW
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Geographical location: The geography of Egypt relates to two regions: North Africa and Southwest
Asia. Egypt is located in the extreme Northeast of Africa. Crossing from South to North is
the Nile River that flows into the Mediterranean Sea.
Population: 92 million (2016)
Capital: Cairo
GDP: $332.3 billion (2016 est.)
Currency: EGP (Egyptian Pound)
Area: 1,010,407.87 km2
Official language: Arabic
Industry: agriculture, automotive manufacturing, construction industry, steel manufacturing,
cotton cultivation and textile production, tourism industry, petrochemical industry and consumer
electronics manufacturing sector. Its banking industry is also one of the most developed in the
region.
Exports: natural gas, and non-petroleum products such as ready-made clothes, cotton textiles,
medical and petrochemical products, citrus fruits, rice and dried onion, and more recently cement,
steel, and ceramics.

2. INTRODUCTION
The iron and steel business is an important and strategic industry for any given community as it plays a
key role in developing the industry and the economy as a whole.
The Egyptian steel sector is the second largest steel market in the Middle East and North Africa region in
terms of production and the third largest in terms of consumption.
The Egyptian steel industry represents one of the cornerstones of Egypt’s economic growth and
development, due to its linkages to almost all other industries that stimulate economic expansion such as
construction, housing, infrastructure, consumer goods and automotive. All these industries rely heavily
on steel industry and so the importance and development of the steel sector is imperative for the progress
of the Egyptian economy in general.
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3. LOCAL STEEL MARKET
The Egyptian steel sector relies heavily on rebars that account for around 80% of all steel sales in Egypt.
For production of rebar, steel billets are used as raw materials. In general, the types of steel produced in
the Egyptian market consist of:
•
•
•

Carbon steel: includes long and flat steel. The long steel consists of many types, the most important
are reinforced bars, spring flat bars and bulb flats. The flat steel consists of coils and sheets. There
are also other types of carbon steel such as chains, welding wires and forgings.
Stainless steel: includes also long and flat steel. The long steel consists of bright shafting bars, tubes
and pipes. The flat steel consists of coils and sheets that may be decorative and etched.
Special steel: includes alloy steel, bimetal, heat resistant steel, steel fibers, high-speed steel and
mould and tool speed.

Annual production is running at some 6.5m tons, although this is as much as 3.5m tons below the overall
capacity of the industry by some estimates. The sector has also been hit by the gas shortage affecting the
country.
Imported steel currently accounts for about 20% of the local market and is making life particularly difficult
for smaller local players. Even including the 8% import tariff on steel, domestically produced steel sells at
a premium of up to 13% to the most expensive imported steel from Turkey. Indeed, Egyptian steel is selling
at $560 per ton, compared to a maximum import price of $490 per ton.
Import countries: Italy, India, France, Lebanon, USA, Turkey, China, Germany
Export countries: Belgium, USA, Spain, Austria
Egyptian Foreign Trade with EU:
Value in Million €
Exports:
Metal and steel
Imports:
Metal and steel

2012

2013

2014

2015

Growth Rate %

549

494

540

442

-18

1719

1479

1492

1314

-12

Types of steel companies in Egypt:
1. Companies producing strategic raw materials and final product,
2. Companies producing the steel final product from scrap product,
3. Rolling mills.
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3.1 MAIN PLAYERS IN THE EGYPTIAN STEEL SECTOR
Name of the
company

Products

Al Zamil
Steel
Beshay Steel

Delta Steel
Mill

Ezz El
Dekheila
Steel
Company
Egyptian
Iron and
Steel Co.
Egyptian
Steel

Production

Type of the
company

Website

Structural Steel
Buildings

Private

https://www.zamilsteel.com/

- Rebars
- Wire roads
- Profiles and
angels
- Steel billets
- Rebars
- Cold drawing
- Wire mesh
- Casting
- Rebars
- Wire roads
- Welded wires
- Hot rolled
coil

Private

https://www.beshaysteel.com/

Private

http://www.deltasteelmillco.com
/

5.8 million
tons/year

Private

http://www.ezzindustries.com/
main.asp?pageID=14

1.2
Mtons/year

Public

http://www.hadisolb.com/EN_SIT
E/hadisolb_en.html

Private

http://www.egyptian-steel.com/

Private

http://www.kandilindustries.co
m/kandilSteal.html

Private

http://www.koutasteelgroup.i8.c
om/

- Rebars
- Wire roads
- Billets

Kandil Steel

- Flat steel
- Steel sheets

Kouta Steel
Group

- Ribbed steel
bars
- Steel long
square bars
- Steel long flat
bars

350'000
Mtons/year
with more
than 55%
dedicated to
export
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Misr
National
Steel Co.
National
Port Said
Steel (NPSS)

Rebars

Public

https://www.misrns.com/

Rebars

PP

http://www.egyptiansteel.com/Companies-andFactories/National-Port-SaidSteel-Company-(NPSS).aspx

Market Share
- Ezz Steel: 50%
- Beshay Steel and Solb Misr: 30%
Metal and steel companies listed in the Egyptian Stock market
1. Egyptian Iron and Steel
2. Ezz El Dekheila Steel
3. Misr National Steel (Ataqa)
Factors affecting the price of the product
1. The value of the raw materials used in production
2. Labor wages
3. Electricity prices
4. High sales tax

4. SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths

Weakness
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The steel industry in Egypt represents an
important aspect to the economy.
The production of steel in Egypt depends heavily
on rebar that is an important input to the
construction industry in Egypt

Increasing imports from Turkey and China.

Opportunities

Threats

Due to the disequilibrium in international
markets, the price of steel is increasing at high
levels. This implies that exports of steel could be
profitable.

The steel industry is a very risky business; there
are high price fluctuations that can lead to
many losses for producers. Coming competition
from India and China is a major threat for local
steel producers.

5. INDUSTRY FORECASTING
We are expecting a rise in demand for building materials ahead of many megaprojects that are planned
to be launched by the government, but so far announcements are much bigger than what happens on
the ground.
Egypt plans to build 1 million homes for poorer people at a cost of almost $20 billion over the next five
years, the housing minister told Reuters in December to ease a crunch that has seen slums and unlicensed
buildings spread since the 2011 revolt.

Disclaimer
The information in this publication is provided for background information that should enable you to get a picture of the subject treated in this
document. It is collected with the greatest care based on all data and documentation available at the moment of publication. Thus this publication
was never intended to be the perfect and correct answer to your specific situation. Consequently it can never be considered a legal, financial or
other specialized advice. Flanders Investment & Trade (FIT) accepts no liability for any errors, omissions or incompleteness, and no warranty is given
or responsibility accepted as to the standing of any individual, firm, company or other organization mentioned.
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